November 24, 2015

To Whom it May Concern,

Please allow this letter to serve as one of support for “The Epicenter Flex Credit” grant proposal written by Marietta City Schools. The opportunity for Wolf Creek Local / Waterford High School to partner with Marietta allowing for our students to be provided entrepreneur education is exciting.

When students are permitted to create their own learning experience, while addressing core curricular components, great things can happen. We are excited about adding this option to the Waterford High School curriculum guide.

The resources provided by the Building Bridges to Careers is a necessary and vital component being added for our students in our career advising program here at Waterford. Many students need the assistance that this community resource can provide. We believe that as our staff is trained they can assist our students even more as they transition into their post secondary destinations.

It is for these brief and many more unmentioned reasons involving students that I write this letter of support.

Sincerely,

Bob Caldwell
Superintendent, WCLSD